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Sensing of User Activities and Bitrate Variations.
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Recently, the spy cameras spotted in private rental places have raised immense privacy concerns. The existing solutions for

detecting them require additional support from synchronous external sensing or stimulus hardware such as on/off LED circuits,

which require extra obligations from the user. For example, a user needs to carry a smartphone and laboriously perform preset

motions (e.g., jumping, waving, and preplanned walking pattern) for synchronous sensing of acceleration signals. These

requirements cause considerable discomfort to the user and limit the practicability of prevalent solutions. To cope with this,

we propose CSI:DeSpy, an efficient and painless method by leveraging video bitrate fluctuations of the WiFi camera and the

passively obtained Channel States Information (CSI) from user motion. CSI:DeSpy includes a self-adaptive feature that makes

it robust to detect motion efficiently in multipath-rich environments. We implemented CSI:DeSpy on the Android platform

and assessed its performance in diverse real-life scenarios, namely; (1) its reliability with the intensities of physical activities

in diverse multipath-rich environments, (2) its practicability with activities of daily living, (3) its unobtrusiveness with passive

sensing, and (4) its robustness to different network loads. CSI:DeSpy attained average detection rates of 96.6%, 96.2%, 98.5%,

and 93.6% respectively.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With technological advancement, it is possible to make a tiny camera which can be easily implanted in everyday

objects (e.g., power outlets, USB chargers, and smoke detectors, etc. [29]). Unfortunately, this advancement helped

to increase the voyeurism crime [36, 37], i.e., recording the individuals private zone without their consent. It

was reported that over 25,000 spy cameras were seized by police in China in 2021 [56]. These spy cameras are

generally installed in places where the individuals have a reasonable expectation of privacy [48]. According to

an IPX1031 survey of 2000 US candidates who stayed in Airbnb, 58% of them showed their concern about spy

camera, whilst 11% of them actually found spy cameras in Airbnb rental [9, 21]. Recently, the Korean National

Police Agency conducted a crackdown against the spy cameras across the country and they found spy cameras in

30 different hotels, filming around 1,600 hotel guests whose footage were live streamed over the internet [14].

Moreover, there are numerous incidences reported about the spy camera spotted in the restroom, for instance, 60

minor females were filmed on a spy camera spotted in a girl’s bathroom at Premier Athletics, Franklin [51]. In

addition, spy cameras have also been spotted in the dressing room for changing clothes in shopping malls [33]. It
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is heartbreaking that several victims, including celebrities, committed suicide because of losing their self-esteem

due to unwanted exposures [5, 35, 50].

The commodity spy camera integrates various advanced features such as support for High Definition (HD)

audio and video, night vision, and WiFi connectivity. The WiFi connectivity further reinforces the privacy

invasion in two ways. First, the footage can be sent to cloud storage, which allows the attacker to record the

streaming of the target scene for unlimited time without worrying about the storage issue. And second, streaming

can be broadcast in real-time remotely over the internet. The attacker uses private streaming for illegal purposes,

for instance, selling it over the internet [53]. Such an example is further illustrated in Fig. 1. At one end, the

camera is placed in a hidden place (i.e., dress stand), and the victim is unaware of its placement. This camera

(hereafter spy camera) surreptitiously records the target area and keeps streaming the video to the remote (i.e.,

cloud) through a WiFi connection. Typical users lacked adequate knowledge with poor mental models about how

home networking works [66], leaving most users vulnerable to this kind of attack. At the other end, an offender

can access the real-time video streaming anytime, and can further use it for blackmailing or other illegitimate

purposes. Such a high privacy concern [9–11, 29, 33] has spiked the endeavor for a suitable, affordable, and

reliable solution for detecting spy cameras.

Cloud Storage

Spy Camera

WiFi Router

Blackmailer

Hotel/Airbnb room

Fig. 1. An example of invading privacy by a spy camera

To ease the concerns, hardware and software-based endeavors have been made to detect the spy cameras.

Commercial hardware-based solutions are on the market but they are not satisfactory due to their frequent

distractions from nearby RF devices [2, 3], bulkiness [6], and prohibitive cost [49]. A handful of related works

[24, 29, 57] detect the spy camera by exploiting its bitrate. Unfortunately, the bitrate-based camera detection

requires a strong stimulus in the target scene [24, 29]. In addition to that, the network jitters caused by other

flows in the same WLAN [29], and the repetitive spikes caused by the compression algorithm (e.g., H.264 [47])

result in unusual fluctuations in the bitrate, which consequently mislead the camera detection process. Recently,

Cheng et al. proposed a human-assisted identification model known as DeWiCam [13] for spy camera detection

inside a room. This approach identifies the existence of a spy camera based on the correlation between its unique

traffic pattern (i.e., bitrate distribution) and accelerometer readings from the smartphone. Although DeWiCam

clearly shows a novel direction for camera detection, because it is solely a smartphone-application based solution

and does not require support from additional hardware for the spy camera detection. However, it inherently

includes three critical drawbacks which make the solution less practical. Firstly, vigorous physical activities (e.g.,

waving hands, jumping, and walking for a longer duration) are obligated to correlate accelerometer readings over

the activities, and video streaming traffic for the camera detection. Secondly, preplanned actions are required

where the individual has to stay still for some pre-defined time and then move to distinguish between static and

dynamic states. Lastly, the user is required to carry the smartphone to sense their motion via an accelerometer.
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To cope with the aforementioned problems, we propose CSI:DeSpy which tracks video bitrate fluctuations from

WiFi camera and by using the passively obtained Channel States Information (CSI) from user movements that

happen in everyday activities [28, 30]. In other words, we examine the variation for both video bitrate and CSI,

and exploit their correlation to detect the existence of a spy camera.

CSI:DeSpy has practical advantages over the existing solutions. Let us consider an example of a user staying

in a hotel room. To detect the spy camera within that room with the existing solution, the user would either

require to perform some laborious activities [13]
1
, carry collection of bulky and expensive devices for the camera

detection [6, 49], or use specialized scene illumination tools for bitrate stimulation [29, 57]. All these obligations

are burdensome for an ordinary individual. The CSI:DeSpy omits them by allowing the camera detection with a

higher comfort level, i.e., no laborious activities, carrying bulky devices, and using scene illumination tools are

desired. Nonetheless, the choice of CSI adaptation in CSI:DeSpy introduces inherent challenges as follows:

Effect of multipath. The size of the room and the scatters (e.g., furniture) highly affect the signatures of CSI due

to the multipath effect [63]. Thus, a hard-coded threshold or supervised machine learning-based classification

does not work well for diverse environmental settings. To remedy this, CSI:DeSpy introduces a self-adaptive

method by merging density-based clustering called DBSCAN [17] with stochastic process controlling called

the control chart [52] that dynamically adjusts its threshold with regard to changing environment and detects

motion with high precision. We evaluated the performance of CSI:DeSpy in different room sizes and confirmed

the average detection rate of around 99%.

Sensitivity gain. The intensity of physical activity (PA) performed by humans influences the sensitivity gain.

Thanks to the aforementioned self-adaptive method, the threshold which distinguishes the sedentary (static state)

and PA or non-sedentary (dynamic state) is auto-adjusted to a quasi-optimal value. Thus, PA of any intensity from

light to vigorous can be detected effectively. We examine the performance of CSI:DeSpy at different intensities of

PA and achieve 96.6% of the average detection rate for a light PA (e.g., changing a jacket), which is only 3% lower

than vigorous PA (e.g., jumping).

Preplanned actions. The activities of daily living (ADL), such as changing dresses, pressing clothes, and brushing
hairs include both sedentary behavior and physical activities. However, the duration and instances of these states

occur randomly. Unlike the existing solution [13], which requires discomforting preplanned actions (i.e., staying

static and then moving for an unnaturally large amount of time) from the user, CSI:DeSpy automatically tracks

the user’s sedentary behavior from the static cluster’s formation and works effectively with any ADL. CSI:DeSpy

shows an average detection rate of 96.2% for diverse ADL cases.

Passive sensing. Carrying a smartphone for camera detection is quite burdensome. It is highly desirable for

such a system to support passive sensing mode. There are two related effects to be considered. Firstly, the

communication range between the camera and smartphone: nevertheless, the smartphone belonging to the

user and the camera are co-located, the RSSI link between them is either strong (≤ -50 dBm) or good (≤ -60

dBm). Secondly, the ambient CSI fluctuation is caused by the motion of Person-in-Non-Line-of-Sight (PNLoS)

to the camera. Fortunately, the effect of PNLoS is much lower than that of the person in a target area, namely

Person-in-Line-of-Sight (PLoS) to the camera. CSI:DeSpy attains an average detection rate of 98%, and 98.5% with

and without PNLoS while placing the smartphone at a different position relative to the camera.

To our best knowledge, there is no reliable solution to detect a spy camera without pain. To cope with this, we

put the above inherent challenges into the design and propose CSI:DeSpy. To make the system reliable, practical,

and unobtrusive, CSI:DeSpy gets rid of the obligations from users, namely laborious physical activity, preplanned

actions, and carrying the smartphone. The major contributions of CSI:DeSpy are summarized as follows:

• To minimize the user’s effort, we adapt the CSI readings and check the correlations of fluctuation with

the bitrate observed by the WiFi camera during the user’s motion. Compared to the existing solution, we

justify that it is effortless (i.e., works with light activity), needs no preplanned actions (works with any

ADL), works passively (works without carrying), and is effective (high detection rate and lower false alarm

rate).

• To show the feasibility of CSI:DeSpy, we incorporate the feature extraction from CSI and video traffic,

self-adaptive motion detection, and camera detection algorithm. We built an Android app named CSI:DeSpy.

• To thoroughly assess the performance of CSI:DeSpy in abundant real-life scenarios, we deliver the results

to verify its reliability assessment (assessing the reliability with the intensities of physical activities, and

1
Which might not be feasible for a special group of individuals, such as pregnant ladies, and elderly people.
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diversity of environment), practicability (assessing the performance with activities of daily living), and

unobtrusiveness (assessing the performance with passive sensing). We also examine CSI:DeSpy on the

smartphone as an Android application for camera detection in real-time.

2 RELATED WORK
Recently, on the gloomy side, the spy camera voyeurism has raised serious privacy concerns. On the bright side,

this has led to increased endeavors for finding a reliable defensive solution against the privacy invasion. Below

are the existing solutions accompanied by the endeavors.

Commercial solutions available in the market (i.e., Wireless Camera RF Detector [2] and Spy RF Signal

Detector [3]) are designed for detecting the RF signal from the wireless camera. However, these devices are

unreliable and can easily be interfered by other RF devices working on 2.4 GHz or 5 GHz. Some existing commercial

services reported by BBC [6] employ a collection of devices for spy camera detection (e.g., illumination and

wireless signal checking), which are difficult to operate by typical users. Another device referred to the Spy

camera hunter [49] detects and displays the video streaming by a wireless camera. This device works over a

range of frequencies such as 1.2 GHz, 2.4 GHz, and 5.8 GHz. However, it only identifies streaming from an analog

video source such as PAL, NTSC, and SECAM, which are not widely used these days. To sum up, two reasons

make the hardware-based solution infeasible to use—they are expensive and cumbersome.

Recently, several attempts have been made for solutions based on traffic analysis to detect the spy camera.

Wu et al. [57] presented a camera detection technique called similarity of simultaneous observation—correlating

the traffic patterns of a known wireless camera with the other network devices to detect whether they are

observing the same environment simultaneously. However, this work does not consider various parameters that

can mislead the camera detection; for instance, resolution difference, codec difference, variation in a complex

scene observed from a different angle, and the difference in the protocol used for the data transmission (TCP

or UDP). Another approach based on the traffic analysis tracks the changes in the physical environment based

on the light stimuli and observes the response in terms of bandwidth usage. Using this approach, Liu et al. [29]

used two ways to detect the spy camera: firstly, they manually turn on/off the lights and recorded the bitrate

response, and secondly, they leverage a flashing LED circuit called Flicker to probe the camera and examine the

camera’s bitrate in response to it. Lagesse et al. [24] also used the same approach by using a smartphone with

external WiFi in promiscuous mode to sniff the traffic from a web camera (i.e., spy camera) that was recording a

scene. They stimulated the bitrate of the spy camera on the smartphone’s flashlight so that the camera traffic can

be distinguished from the mixed traffic. Nevertheless, camera detection based on scene illumination has three

crucial limitations. Firstly strong stimulus is required to induce the bitrate of the camera. However, regardless of

the strong stimulus provision, the bitrate encounters periodic spikes that are cause by the compression algorithm

(e.g., H.264 [47] which periodically transmits MTU frames). Such spikes mislead the classification. Secondly, if

there are multiple concurrent flows available in the same network, they cause network jitters and consequently

cause fluctuation in the bitrate despite a non-flashing and static scene. Lastly, their model requires a stable target

environment (i.e., no motion in the scene) to precisely track the pixel changes that correspond to the flashing

stimulus. More recently, Cheng et al. proposed DeWiCam [13] which requires the smartphone in the monitoring

mode and captures the wireless signals from the air. Based on the unique traffic patterns (i.e., packet length

distributions) and smartphone acceleration changes over the movements, it analyzes the correlation between the

two and identifies the existence of wireless spy cameras. However, the DeWiCam has three critical drawbacks

which make it impractical: (1) use accelerometer sensor to sense the user motion, hence the user needs to perform

labor-intensive motions (e.g., jumping and waving hands), 2) do preplanned actions (e.g., staying still for a

certain period of time and then moving), and (3) carry the smartphone to record accelerometer readings over the

movements.

CSI:DeSpy gets rid of all the obligations introduced by the aforementioned works, and offers a painless solution

with the following advantages: (1) no labor-intensive motion (i.e., reliable sensitivity) required, (2) no preplanned

actions (i.e., working with ADL) needed, and (3) no need to carry the CSI:DeSpy’s-enabled smartphone (i.e.,

passive-mode detection) for the spy camera detection.

3 ADVERSARY MODEL AND PROTECTION GOALS
Now consider an attacker who wants to hijack the privacy of the user staying in a private place as in the prior

studies [13, 24, 29, 57, 68]. The adversary knows the credentials of WLAN and associates the spy camera to the
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AP with reasonable signal strength. The adversary may use a single or multiple spy cameras in order to cover the

entire target scene for real-time video streaming. Moreover, the adversary has also control over the spy camera

parameters such as controlling the video resolution and turning on/off its audio. In addition, the adversary has

control to view the monitored area remotely in real-time and also stores the streaming from the camera to cloud

storage. This adversary model appears to be quite invasive, but a recent privacy research [66] revealed that most

users did not have proper knowledge about how home networking works, and further lacked concerns of security

and privacy risks of home IoT devices despite potential security attacks.

The goal of CSI:DeSpy is to prevent the privacy invasion of the user in any private place. CSI:DeSpy should

be sensitive enough to detect light daily living activities such as changing jacket, washing hands, etc. To make

our problem settings more realistic, for example, we can even assume that there is a spy camera hidden in an

unsuspected package and the user is unaware of its placement. The spy camera coexists with the abundant

wireless traffic generated from various devices (e.g., laptop, IPTV, and smartphone). To get rid of the dependency

on connecting to a specific access point where the spy camera is transmitting, we further consider that the

CSI:DeSpy-enabled smartphone supports traffic monitoring. Moreover, we confirm that the spy camera can be

detected despite the video encryption. In order to achieve spy camera detection with a user’s minimum effort,

CSI:DeSpy should not require the user to perform labor-intensive physical activities, preplanned action, and carry

the smartphone.

4 OUR METHODOLOGY
In this section, we discuss CSI:DeSpy’s methodology, which includes CSI:DeSpy’s background, data pre-processing,

feature extractions from both CSI and video traffic, motion detection, and its implementation.

4.1 Background of the CSI:DeSpy
Herein, we discuss basics on major building-blocks of CSI:DeSpy namely Channel State Information (CSI) and

wireless camera traffic.

4.1.1 Channel State Information. In modern wireless networks such as 802.11g/n/ac, CSI is used to ensure reliable

communication with high data rates in MIMO systems [60], [20]. The wireless signals when propagating in a

rich multipath environment suffer from multiple reflected copies of a signal, which finally degrade the channel

quality. The wireless channel is further distorted with motions in the background. The distortion caused by

motion includes signal’s Doppler frequency spread, amplitude attenuation and phase shift [63]. As shown in prior

studies, this additive distortion caused by motion can positively be exploited for enabling various applications

such as fall detection [55], crowd counting [58], activity recognition in indoor environment [12] and decimeter

level indoor localization [41, 61].

4.1.2 Wireless Camera Traffic. The WiFi cameras first encode their videos by using variable bitrate, where the

coding rate is adapted to the scene’s complexity [29]. Then, a compression mechanism is applied to the encoded

video for the sake of saving the bandwidth [13]. The commodity WiFi cameras commonly use H.264 compression

techniques [47], which include three types of pictures: Intra-coded (I), Predicted (P), and Bidirectional predicted

(B) pictures [23, 64]. Based on Group of Pictures (GoP), the video data is compressed. The I-picture serves as

a reference point for the other pictures in the GoP, because it encodes the complete scenes independently. In

contrast, the B- and P-pictures encode the inter-scene variations [29]. Thus, the GoP leads to a lower bitrate

transmission when there is no change in the scene (i.e., still scene), and on the contrary, a higher bitrate is

transmitted when there is variation in the scene (i.e., dynamic scene).

In summary, the human movement in the target scene causes fluctuation in both the CSI and camera’s bitrate.

Such fluctuations are correlated in both worlds and these can be exploited for the detection of a spy camera.

4.2 Raw Data Pre-processing
The received CSI and bitrate data in the raw form contain superfluous distortions including short spikes and zero

bins. Thus, the received data needs to be sanitized before feature extraction.

4.2.1 CSI Cleaning. The recent network standards such as 802.11 g/n/ac use the OFDM modulation to transmit

data. The data or payload field of a packet is composed of numerous subcarriers (i.e., 64, 114, 242, and 484 for

channel width of 20MHz, 40MHz, 80MHz, and 160MHz respectively) [8]. They have been classified into three
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Fig. 2. CSI signal with (top) and without (bottom) pilot and DC subcarriers.

categories: 1) the data subcarriers which carry the modulated data, 2) the pilot subcarriers which track amplitude,

frequency, and phase fluctuations, and 3) the DC (or null) subcarriers which do not carry any data but are used

as a guard carrier to avoid interference from the adjacent channels. On receiving, the pilots form short spikes
2

while the DC subcarriers make zero bin as shown in Fig. 2. Thus, the presence of pilot and DC subcarriers will

introduce errors in motion detection. To improve the accuracy of motion detection, these subcarriers should

be discarded based on their indices [18]. For instance, 802.11ac standard has a total of 64 subcarriers in case of

20MHz channel width
3
, which are composed of 48 data, 8 pilots, and 8 DC subcarriers. Fig. 2 (bottom) shows the

data subcarriers after filtering pilots and DC subcarriers.

In addition to the errors caused by pilots and DC subcarriers, the noise added to the CSI due to the complex

indoor environment (e.g., the room size, obstacles like furniture, and so forth) must be eliminated as it contributes

to further errors in motion detection. However, such noise is distributed randomly in all the CSI’s bands, therefore

the conventional time and frequency domain filters are not very effective to mitigate it. For instance, leveraging a

time domain filter (e.g., mean or median filters) can further distort the signal by replacing the information in the

noise-free band with that of the noisy one [31]. Additionally, frequency-domain filter, e.g., Butterworth filter

has a slow fall off
4
that incorporates the stopband’s residual noise into the passbands [38]. To overcome these

limitations, we use the in-band noise filter, namely Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). The DWT transforms

the noisy signal into the wavelet domain by decomposing it into multiple wavelet basis signals. The wavelet level

shows the time behavior of the signal expressed in a time series of coefficients. To use DWT efficiently for the

in-band noise removal whilst preserving the desired human motion information in the CSI, the parameters such

as wavelet type, sampling rate, cut-off threshold, and order, should be chosen carefully. More specifically, the

noise from the CSI should be removed in such a way that the information belonging to the human motion is

preserved while the unwanted harmonics due to complex indoor environment are removed. For this reason, the

cut-off threshold for the DWT is computed by choosing the Nyquist sampling rate as 500Hz as in [27]. This is

sufficient enough to accurately estimate the maximum Doppler frequency 𝑓𝑑 from the speed 𝑣 of human walking

and running, which is on average 1.5 and 5m/s respectively [7]. This 𝑓𝑑 for the human motion can be derived as

2
Pilots have almost double the amplitude of the data subcarriers

3
Note that the number of subcarriers is different for the different channel width. e.g., for 40MHz the number of subcarriers is 114.

4
Although Butterworth filter is widely used [40] due to its maximum flat amplitude response in the passband, and out-of-band noise removal.
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follows:

𝑓𝑑 =
2𝑣

𝑐
× 𝑓𝑐 . (1)

Using the commodity WiFi frequency (𝑓𝑐 ) of 2.4 GHz, we achieve 𝑓𝑑 of 24 Hz for walking and 80Hz for running.

Finally, by choosing the 80 Hz as cutoff threshold for DWT [42], the noise levels above this cutoff can be efficiently

eliminated.

4.2.2 Camera Traffic Identification and Bitrate Smoothing. The commodityWiFi cameras adopt H.264 compression

technique [47]. This technique generates small-sized data packets when there is no change in the scene in order

to minimize the data transferring size. However, when there is motion in the target scene both full-sized and

small-sized packets are transmitted. The camera traffic can be identified from the mixed traffic (e.g., laptop,

IPTV, and smartphone, etc.) by investigating the two-dimension feature vector [13]: (1) Transient Packet length

distribution (PLD) feature. As a result of H.264 compression, the traffic of the WiFi camera is composed of a

group of pictures (GoP) that are the combination of a specific pattern of full-sized and small-sized packets. Such

GoP based traffic is distinct from mixed traffic. Thus, this can be extracted easily by using the CDF over 𝑛 number

of packets. (2) Bandwidth stability feature. Since the camera traffic is relatively stable than those of other devices,

this feature can be computed from the standard deviation of the instantaneous bandwidth of each flow.

After the camera traffic is identified from the mixed traffic, its payload part is read. However, during live

streaming, the I-frames are recurrently transferred and thus can cause false motion detection [29]. To mitigate

the unnecessary spikes due to I-frame transmission, we use a sliding window of 250ms over the received packets

and apply a moving median filter to achieve a smoothed bitrate.

4.3 Feature Extraction
4.3.1 Feature Extraction from CSI. The pre-processed CSI can be represented as:

𝐻 = [𝐻1, 𝐻2, ...𝐻𝑖 , ..., 𝐻𝑁 ]𝑇 , 𝑖 ∈ [1, 48], (2)

where N is the number of subcarriers. The 𝐻𝑖 subcarrier can be defined as:

𝐻𝑖 = |𝐻𝑖 |𝑒 𝑗 sin{∠𝐻𝑖 }, (3)

where |𝐻𝑖 | and ∠𝐻𝑖 denote the amplitude and phase responses for the 𝑖𝑡ℎ subcarrier respectively. Diverse

approaches can be applied to detect a user’s motion in the target area by utilizing the amplitude [59], phase [62]

or both terms [39]. We use Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for extracting the 𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠 by leveraging the

amplitude’s variation of the CSI. To do so, a window W of length n is defined, which slides over the received

packets. While a slide happens, the subcarriers of each packet are correlated (using Pearson correlation [59])

with the rest of the packets in the same W. The correlation result is stored in a form of 𝑛 × 𝑛 matrix. This matrix

is further normalized by the size of n, and then the eigenvector is computed from the normalized correlation

matrix. Finally, The 𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 is derived from the eigenvector as follows:

𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 =𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 ). (4)

This 𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 shows the maximum variance of the principal component (a.k.a. first principal component). In

particular, this feature identifies the amount of maximum variation in CSI data due to motion [22]. For the static

case (i.e., no scene variation) the𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 is equal or very close to 1. Conversely, it starts to fluctuate drastically

between 0 and 1 in the dynamic case (i.e., motions in the scenes).

4.3.2 Features Extraction from Network Traffic. We define two windows of 250ms which are sliding back-to-back

(i.e., successive) over the smoothed bitrate. The feature value is computed as follows: (1) the covariance matrix is

computed between them. (2) the eigenvector is derived from the covariance matrix, and finally (3) the maximum

eigenvalue (i.e., first principal component) is computed. This feature value for the bitrate corresponds to the

variation in the bitrate values between the two successive windows (i.e., 0.5 second). For instance, they experience

distinct rising and falling trends with a high correlation between successive windows when there is motion in

the target scene (i.e., dynamic). On the contrary, during no mobility in the target scene (i.e., static), the smoothed

bitrate retains a lower value, with slight variations due to periodic occurrence of I-frame. Thus, the successive

windows show lower covariance and thereby a lower feature value.
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4.4 Motion Detection
The complexity of the indoor settings (e.g., room size, furniture, and so forth) could highly influence CSI due

to the multipath effect. A hard-coded threshold or supervised machine learning does not fit into every setting

to classify the static and mobile cases robustly. For instance, a model trained for a room without scatters (e.g.,

furniture) will not work effectively for that room with scatters. To address this problem, we need a classification

method that adapts to the changes in the environment.

Herein, we introduce a stochastic process control method called the control chart (a.k.a., Shewhart chart)

method, which is widely used in the field of industrial engineering to manufacture products with high quality [52].

This method works robustly for detecting motion in real-time in a time series𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 . Nevertheless, it requires

a self-adaptive method for adjusting its threshold
5
(i.e., control limit) according to the variation in the indoor

environment. We first introduce a lightweight variant of CSI:DeSpy which adjusts its control limit based on

historical data. We then present a more advanced self-adaptive method that leverages auto-tuned density-based

clustering (or DBSCAN [17]) for computing the control limits.

4.4.1 Control Chart Method. In the control chart method, three lines can be determined based on historical data.

The central line is the average line of the historical data and control lines, namely upper control limit (UCL) and

lower control limit (LCL) [52]. The data can be treated as an outlier when it surpasses either the UCL or LCL.

Algorithm 1 thoroughly explains the flow of events for spy camera detection.

Algorithm 1: pseudocode for control chart method

Input: 𝑛 is the number of data sampling,𝐶𝑠𝑖𝑅𝐸𝐶𝐸𝑁𝑇 [𝑛] ← 0, 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑅𝐸𝐶𝐸𝑁𝑇 [𝑛] ← 0, 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑇𝐼𝐶 [𝑛] ← 0;

Output: 𝑆𝑝𝑦𝐶𝑎𝑚𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 [];
1: begin
2: Find candidate spy cameras𝑀𝑎𝑐𝐶𝐴𝑀 [] by inspecting the Packet Length Distribution

3: foreach 𝑖 ∈ 𝑀𝑎𝑐𝐶𝐴𝑀 [] do
4: while 𝑖𝑠𝑆𝑝𝑦𝐶𝑎𝑚 = 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 or 𝑡 > time limit do
5: Sniff the 𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑠𝐶𝐴𝑀 (𝑡 ) from𝑀𝑎𝑐𝐶𝐴𝑀 [𝑖 ] and calcutate the 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐶𝐴𝑀 (𝑡 ) ;
6: Extract the𝐶𝑠𝑖𝐶𝐴𝑀 (𝑡 ) CSI data from the𝑀𝑎𝑐𝐶𝐴𝑀 [𝑖 ];

// Detect the motion by analyzing the the bitrate and CSI
7: 𝑖𝑠𝑆𝑝𝑦𝐶𝑎𝑚← ControlChart(𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐶𝐴𝑀 (𝑡 ) ,𝐶𝑠𝑖𝐶𝐴𝑀 (𝑡 )) ;

8: if 𝑖𝑠𝑆𝑝𝑦𝐶𝑎𝑚 = 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 then
9: Add𝑀𝑎𝑐𝐶𝐴𝑀 [𝑖 ] to the 𝑆𝑝𝑦𝐶𝑎𝑚𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 [] ;

10: return 𝑆𝑝𝑦𝐶𝑎𝑚𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 [];

11: Subroutine ControlChart(𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 ,𝐶𝑠𝑖):
12: Update𝐶𝑠𝑖 in𝐶𝑠𝑖𝑅𝐸𝐶𝐸𝑁𝑇 [] in n-sized buffer ;

13: Update 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 in 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑅𝐸𝐶𝐸𝑁𝑇 [] in n-sized buffer ;

14: LCL←𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝐶𝑠𝑖𝑅𝐸𝐶𝐸𝑁𝑇 []) − 𝛼 ;

15: if 𝐶𝑠𝑖 > 𝐿𝐶𝐿 then
16: Add 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 to 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑇𝐼𝐶 ;

17: else
18: 𝑈𝐶𝐿← 3× std(Bitrate𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑇𝐼𝐶 ) ;
19: if 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 > 𝑈𝐶𝐿 then
20: return true;

21: return false;

The flow of the algorithm is summarized as follows: Firstly, the smartphone’s WiFi is set to monitoring mode

to inspect the Packet Length Distribution (PLD) of all the flows. If the camera’s PLD is found according to the

format explained in [13], its MAC address is extracted from that flow. As multiple cameras could be available

in the target location; hence all the camera flows are subjected to the spy camera inspection to verify whether

5
The threshold is for accurately discriminating different states. For example, distinguishing𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 belonging to the static state from the

mobility state
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or not they are recording the user in the monitored area. Then the bitrate and CSI are extracted from the MAC

address of the spy camera stored in a buffer called𝑀𝑎𝑐𝐶𝑎𝑚 as shown in lines (5)∼(6).
Both the features (CSI and bitrate) are analyzed in (7) by the 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑡 () subroutine to examine the

availability of a spy camera. The lower control limit (LCL) in (14) is computed for CSI where the universal value

for 𝛼 is exhaustively searched in the range (0% ∼ 20%) ×𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 . We determined 5% of the 𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 as the

universal value for 𝛼 based on its reasonable performance over diverse indoor scenarios
6
. Thus, as long as the

instantaneous 𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 value is greater than the 𝐿𝐶𝐿, it is regarded as a static condition. When it falls below

this threshold, the state becomes dynamic (i.e., mobility is sensed in the target scene). At that instance, the control

limit is computed for the bitrate. The camera detection is anticipated if the instantaneous bitrate value also

crosses the control limit (UCL).

The control chart-based method is a lightweight method for detecting the camera in real-time. However, the

control limits threshold is not very robust to discriminate static and dynamic states effectively in diverse indoor

environmental settings. To make the control limits self-adaptive to the variation in the indoor environment,

we integrate an unsupervised based clustering method called DBSCAN [17] in the control chart method. In

the following, we explain the DBSCAN method and auto-tuning for its input parameters. We then explain the

CSI:DeSpy method, which merges the control chart and auto-tuned DBSCAN clustering.

4.4.2 DBSCAN Clustering. The key insight of DBSCAN is that a neighborhood of a particular radius is defined

for each data point, which becomes a core point if it contains at least a minimum number of other data points

in its neighborhood. Thus, DBSCAN has two important input parameters. (1) epsilon (Y): the radius of the data
point, (2) MinPts: the minimum number of points to be contained in Y-neighborhood. This type of clustering
method has two main benefits. Firstly, clusters are formed based on their density, and hence no prior knowledge

is required for the numbers of cluster formation. Secondly, clusters can be formed with arbitrary shapes as long

as parameters are properly configured.

We compute the Euclidean distance between the𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 values. This represents how far one feature value 𝑓𝑖
is from another feature value 𝑓𝑗 . We then implement the DBSCAN method for the CSI. For the cluster formation,

the following conditions must hold.

• Condition 1: The feature value is said to be a core point, if it occupies at least MinPts in its radius

Y-neighborhood.
• Condition 2: If any two given core points 𝑝1 and 𝑝2 are directly density reachable either with symmetry

between pairs of core points, or asymmetry between one border point and one core point; they belong to

the same cluster.

• Condition 3: A feature value 𝑓𝑖 is said to be an outlier, if it occupies less than MinPts and does not share

any core point
7
with a cluster.

Because of the multipath effect, the CSI value changes dramatically with the variations in the environmental

settings. This effect causes the distance variation between the feature values. More specifically, the distance

between the 𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 values in a small room will be different from a big room. Owing to this property, Y and

MinPts threshold also vary with the change in a given environment.

Traditionally the value of Y is determined by manually finding the first “valley” [17] or appropriate “knee” [19]

in the sorted k-dist graph. Such a valley or knee is the bifurcation point that separates the cluster from the noise.

Moreover, MinPts is chosen by setting it equal to the number of dimensions in the data set [19]. However, the

valley or knee keeps changing for the CSI with variation in the indoor environment due to the multipath effect as

mentioned above. Hence, using fixed values for the parameters (Y and MinPts) do not work for the DBSCAN in

diverse environmental settings. Furthermore, in most cases the valley or knee point is not clearly identifiable in

the sorted k-dist graphs [45]. To address these issues, we devised an auto-tuned way for determining the Y and
MinPts. Firstly we use the kneedle approach [44] to estimate the knee point automatically, and then we perform

auto-tuning to further adapt the Y and MinPts thresholds to different environmental settings.

Finding the knee point.We leverage the kneedle approach to determine the Y of the data set in stochastic

environments. The main idea of kneedle is to find the point of maximum curvature in a data set that deviates

from a straight line. The knee point determined with this procedure lies in between the values which are slowly

6
This has been explained in detail in Section 5.1.2.

7
Conversely, if it shares a core point then it is called a border point
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(a) Negative concave form of the sorted k-dist graph (normalized
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(b) Finding the knee point in maximum curvature (normalized

curve).

Fig. 3. (a) Forming negative concavity, (b) Adjusting the curve to determine the local maximim.

changing (congested core points) and the values which are drastically changing (i.e., dispersed core points or

outliers). Intuitively, this is the bifurcation point in a data set that separates two clusters (e.g., static and dynamic

clusters). Finding the “knee point” involves the following steps:

(1) The k-dist graph is flipped by 180 degree about (𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛) along the line formed by the endpoints—(𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 ,

𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛) and (𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥 ). This transforms it into negative concavity. The purpose of the line between the

endpoints is to preserve the overall behavior of the data set. Moreover, in order to maintain the original

trend or shape, the data points on both axes have been normalized, as shown in Fig. 3(a).

(2) The curve is rotated by \ degrees clockwise about (𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛) until the line formed by the endpoints

overlaps the x-axis.

(3) Since the data points have been sorted in increasing order, therefore there is always a single global maximum.

Thus, the peak of the curve is the desired knee point as shown in Fig. 3(b).

DBSCAN parameter auto-tuning. Although kneedle provides a good estimate of Y which works robustly

when reasonable data points of 𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 are available for both static and dynamic states. However, there are

two critical issues where the default kneedle fails to work. (1) When the duration of one of the two states is very

brief, the untuned parameters obtained from kneedle would mix the data points belonging to the brief state with

that of a longer duration state. (2) The variation in an indoor environment causes different multipath effect, and

thus severe noise. As a results, the static data points could be identified as dynamic. Due to these issues, a single

cluster is obtained for two different states (i.e., static and dynamic). This leads us to two conclusions. First, the

value of Y is so large that all the data points qualify the MinPts criteria for the core point, and each point in the

cluster becomes direct density reachable. Second, the MinPts value is considerably smaller than the desired value

that all the data points become the core points, and consequently, each point becomes direct density reachable in

spite of smaller Y. To overcome these issues, we introduce an auto-tuning mechanism for the MinPts and the Y
obtained from kneedle, as illustrated in Algorithm 2. This algorithm works as follows: The parameters estimated

by the kneedle i.e., Y-neighborhood value for the data point, and MinPts for the core point condition are provided

as input parameters to the DBSCAN. Based on these input parameters the DBSCAN computes the number of

clusters from the data set. The goal is to determine distinct clusters (≥ 2) for each state (i.e., static and dynamic).
8

Initially, the MinPts is set equal to the size of the data set dimension as in [19]. If this value is not sufficient, it

keeps increasing up to a threshold 𝜎 . The 𝜎 has been chosen as 5 times the size of the dimension of the data set.

We use different ranges of thresholds for 𝜎 , ranging from 1 to 10 times the size of dimensions of the data set.

8
If by default the number of clusters is already greater than or equal to 2, then the auto-tuning algorithm will be skipped. In that case, the

clusters belonging to different states are distinguishable with the default parameters obtained from the kneedle.
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Algorithm 2: DBSCAN’s parameters Fine-tuning
Input: data: CSI or bitrate feature data set;

Y: knee point determined by the kneedle;

MinPts: the size of data set dimension

Output: clusters
1: begin
2: clusters← DBSCAN(data, Y , MinPts);

3: // To ensure that we have more than 1 cluster

4: while |clusters| < 2 do
5: clusters← DBSCAN(data, Y , MinPts);

6: MinPts←MinPts+1;

7: if MinPts>𝜎 then
8: Y ← Y-1

We found that for the same value of Y further increase in 𝜎 (i.e., more than 5 times) does not have a significant

impact on the number of clusters. Thus, when the 𝜎 threshold is reached, the Y is slightly reduced, and reiterate

the process until the numbers of clusters greater than or equal to 2 are obtained. This finally sets the tuned values

for Y and MinPts.

We illustrate it with an example shown in Fig. 4(a). Initially, the untuned parameters (i.e., improper Y and
MinPts’ size) are used for the data points belonging to static and dynamic states. As a result, a single cluster is

formed, where every data point is density reachable (e.g., the leftmost blue data point is density reachable to the

rightmost red data point). To separate the clusters belonging to these two different states (i.e., static and dynamic

state), the auto-tuning method is applied, which automatically adjusts a proper radius (i.e., from Y ′ – dotted-red

circle to Y – solid-red circle) and MinPts’ size for the data points. The tuned parameters finally separate the two

different clusters as shown in Fig. 4(b).

Note that this method makes the clustering process fully automated and does not require any extra parameters

or active input from the user. It is also worth mentioning that our auto-tuning method is not influenced by the

device type used for collecting the CSI data points or the router type used for the spy camera connectivity. As

discussed in Section 4.5, the CSI is extracted from a particular location in the frame, which remain the same

regardless of the device used for CSI collection. Moreover, in our setting, the CSI data is collected from the

physical layer, where the source for CSI collection is the WLAN device of the spy camera. Thus, the router type

and its lower layer’s security mechanism do not affect the CSI collection. The auto-tuning method is insusceptible

to any unexpected changes taking place in the target scenario. For instance, if the router place is changed (within

the communication range). The individual’s motion in that area would still be causing fluctuation to the CSI data

points. Therefore, this method would effectively detect the individual movements from the passively collected

CSI data points.

Identifying the static cluster. As the fine tuning ensures at least two clusters formation, i.e., static and

dynamic clusters. The static cluster is formed when 𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 value is close to 1. On the contrary, a dynamic

cluster is formed when𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 drops to a lower value—up to 0.5 in Fig. 4(b). We illustrate the cluster formation

as a result of the static and dynamic states with an example shown in Fig. 5. We deliberately performed a predicted

pattern of motion (staying still and moving for some time) in order to show the coherence of user motion with

the CSI and bitrate fluctuation over time. In the beginning, the user is static from 0∼10s. During this time, the

clustering algorithm will detect the static conditions such as 𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 close to 1 and forms a cluster with more

congested data points. As the user moves from 10∼30s, both The CSI and bitrate features fluctuate vigorously.

During the dynamic duration, 𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 are varying and they have more dispersed data points in their cluster.

Based on these static and dynamic clusters formation at common timestamps, the spy camera is detected. It is

noteworthy that the bitrate traffic and CSI are collected from a single camera source (i.e., same MAC address)

at a time
9
. This omits the possibility of coincidence that a camera might be detected based on using the CSI

fluctuation from one camera while the bitrate traffic from another one. More specifically, let us suppose that

9
As there might be multiple cameras available in the target place, However, CSI:DeSpy considers one camera for spy camera inspection at a

time and then check for the others.
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Fig. 4. (a) Auto-tuning the knee point, (b) Clustering classification of static and dynamic data.

there is a non-target outdoor wireless CCTV camera, and an individual is moving inside a room located in the

vicinity of that camera. In this case, the individual could cause some fluctuation to the CSI (as part of CSI might

penetrate the wall) but could not affect the bitrate because of not being in the camera’s visible range. Therefore,

CSI:DeSpy could not find any correlation in both quantities and does not anticipate it a spy camera.

Figure 5. Cluster formation from CSI and bitrate features at common timestamps.

4.4.3 CSI:DeSpy’s Self-adaptive Classification. CSI:DeSpy’s self-adaptive classification method leverages the

fine-tuned DBSCAN method to intelligently and accurate compute the threshold for the control chart. The

control chart takes this threshold as its control limits and hence reliable performance is achieved regardless of

the variation in indoor environmental settings, and the intensity with which the activity has been performed.

The pseudocode of CSI:DeSpy’s self-adaptive classification is illustrated in Algorithm 3. During the initialization,

the DBSCAN method collects samples in batch mode to compute the thresholds from the static clusters of the CSI.
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Algorithm 3: CSI:DeSpy ’s self-adaptive method
Input:𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 ,𝐶𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 ← 0, k←0, timeout←10s, 𝐵𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 [] ←0

Output: 𝑖𝑠𝑆𝑝𝑦𝐶𝑎𝑚
1: begin
2: if 𝐶𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 == 0 then

// Determine the control limits for the control chart using the DBSCAN method
3: 𝐶𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 ← DBSCANClustering(𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒);

4: timer←0;

5: while 𝑖𝑠𝑆𝑝𝑦𝐶𝑎𝑚 ==false ∨ timer ≤ timeout do
6: 𝜏 ← ControlChart(𝐶𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 , 𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒);

// 𝜏 is true if detection happens
7: if 𝑘 < 𝛿 then

// k is the number of successive detections for 𝛿 amount
8: if 𝜏 == 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 then
9: 𝑘 ← 𝑘 + 1;
10: break;

11: else
12: 𝑘 ← 0;

13: break;

14: 𝑖𝑠𝑆𝑝𝑦𝐶𝑎𝑚 ←false;

15: else
16: 𝑖𝑠𝑆𝑝𝑦𝐶𝑎𝑚 ←true;

17: return 𝑖𝑠𝑆𝑝𝑦𝐶𝑎𝑚;

18: Subroutine DBSCANClustering(𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎):
// Find the Y using kneedle and apply the fine-tuning Algorithm 2 to determine Y𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑑,

𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑡𝑠𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑑
19: Data𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐𝐶𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟← DBSCAN(Data, Y𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑑 ,𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑡𝑠𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑑 );

// 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐𝐶𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 is the data belonging to the static cluster
20: 𝐶𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 ←Minimum(𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐𝐶𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 );

21: return𝐶𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 ;

22: Subroutine ControlChart(𝐶𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 , 𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒):
23: 𝐿𝐶𝐿 ← 𝐶𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 ;

24: if 𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 > 𝐿𝐶𝐿 then
25: Add bitrate to the 𝐵𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 [𝑛] buffer of size n;
26: 𝑈𝐶𝐿 ← 3 × 𝑠𝑡𝑑 (𝐵𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 ) ;
27: if 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 > 𝑈𝐶𝐿 then
28: 𝜏 ← true;

29: else
30: 𝜏 ← false;

31: return 𝜏

This threshold is used by the control chart method for its control limit in real-time
10
. During the static period, the

instantaneous 𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 stays above the control limit. At the same time, 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 is collected in a buffer

called 𝐵𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 . As the 𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 violates the control limit (LCL), 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 ’s violation is also checked for its

control limit. When a motion is detected in both features simultaneously, the 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑡 () subroutine returns
a true value. When there are several successive detections from the control chart, then the camera detection is

anticipated.

10
The motion is detected in both CSI and bitrate based on common timestamps
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4.5 Implementation
In our settings, we used the Nexus 5 smartphone. We use two wireless cameras named DEATTI (2.4GHz) and

VSTAR (dual band) for generating the WiFi camera traffic. We choose these cameras based on their rich features

such as high-resolution support (1080p), latest compression support for video (H.264, and H.265), and audio

(AAC). The AP used for the camera connection were NETGEAR N600, ASUS AC-2900, and TP-LINK AC-1750 (all

of them support the dual mode operation).
11

We tested our system both in real-time and offline mode. For real-time mode, we build an Android application

named CSI:DeSpy. CSI:DeSpy sweeps all the available WiFi channels to obtain the MAC addresses and channel

information of the available cameras. After that, the OFDM-modulated CSI are extracted from the WiFi camera’s

frames which are collected by listening on UDP socket 5500. These frames have a variety of information in

addition to the CSI data. The bytes reserved in the header and payload field of the frame holds the following

information.

• Header: (1) The first 6 bytes and the following 6 bytes of the header field are reserved for the destination IP

and the source IP addresses respectively. (2) The next 20 bytes are reserved for IPv4, and (3) the following 8

bytes hold the UDP information.

• Payload: The data field starts after the above 42 bytes of the header field. The payload field contains (1)

4 magic bytes used for distinguishing the CSI frames from others, (2) followed by 6 bytes reserved for

the source mac (i.e., camera’s mac), (3) the following 2 bytes are reserved for the WiFi sequence number

which is used for triggering the collection of CSI, (4) then next 2 bytes are reserved for antenna core

and spatial stream information, (5) following 2 bytes contain the information related to the channels

specifications, and (6) then next 2 bytes are reserved for the chip version. (7) The actual CSI data follows

after the abovementioned 60 bytes (including the header bytes).

We extract the OFDM-modulated CSI from the correct location of the frame. The received UDP packets on

the listening port (i.e., 5500) has a source address as 10.10.10.10 and a broadcasting destination address (i.e.,

255.255.255.255). Note that the CSI can be received on multiple spatial streams if the receiving device has multiple

antennas (i.e., MIMO support). However, the Nexus 5 smartphone has a single receiving antenna, thereby we

were receiving the WiFi frames on a single spacial stream. Alongside the CSI, we also collected the bitrate in

raw form from the given camera’s transmission packets through a UDP socket. The raw CSI and bitrate are

firstly preprocessed, and then features are extracted. The features extracted from CSI and bitrate are buffered for

a given window size (e.g., 8 seconds in our setting), and then the fine-tuned DBSCAN method is applied over

the window to determine the static and dynamic clusters as shown in Fig. 6(a). The control limit is computed

from the static cluster shown with shaded data points. The control chart method exploits the control limit to

distinguish the static and dynamic states. Fig. 6(b) illustrates the real-time camera detection using the control

chart method, where the upper chart labeled as BIT represents the bitrate and the lower chart represents the

CSI. The 𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 shows a static state if the instantaneous 𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 remains above the lower control limit.

During this state, the bitrate features for the static condition are stored in the buffer. The motion is detected in

the target area when the lower control limit is crossed by the 𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 . During the dynamic state, the control

chart checks the violation for the bitrate feature at the same time. When the control limit is violated by both the

CSI (i.e., crossing the lower control limit) and bitrate (i.e., exceeding the upper control limits) for a consecutive

amount of time, the camera is detected.

For the offline data collection, we connected the Nexus-5 smartphone via a USB cable with MacBook Pro (13

inch 2018), and collected the CSI and bitrate through the Android Debug Bridge (ADB). To ensure a reliable

connection between camera and AP we considered strong (𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼 ≤ −50𝑑𝐵𝑚) and good (𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼 ≤ −60𝑑𝐵𝑚) signal

strength between them. In contrast, the poor RSSI level (𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼 ≤ −70𝑑𝐵𝑚) is inefficient for data transfer [67], and

therefore we did not consider it. Moreover, the smartphone belonging to the user in the target area (where the

spy camera is situated) makes a strong or good RSSI link with the spy camera. Owing to a better link quality

between them, the CSI:DeSpy-enabled smartphone effectively collects the CSI and bitrate from the camera.

Discussion: Note that our implementation can be generalized to any other smartphone or device (such as

raspberry pi) by enabling the monitoring mode feature on its WLAN card. Nexmon’s open-sourced GitHub

11
Note that the AP type is not a strict requirement, as aforementioned, our system works fine regardless of any AP used. In some experiment

we had used APs of different brands available at the university campus, as discussed in Section 4.1.1.
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(a) Batch mode threshold compu-

tation by the DBSCAN method.

(b) Real-time detection by

CSI:DeSpy’s self-adaptive method.

Fig. 6. (a) Header and payload fields of CSI’ frame, (b) The snapshot of CSI:DeSpy app. (c) Camera detection using control
chart mode. Detection with clustering mode.

repository [46] provide this feature for a diverse variety of smartphone and devices that has Broadcom or Cypress

WiFi chips. It is noteworthy that we leverage the CSI from the WiFi transmission for motion detection, and thus,

the AP must support OFDM symbol transmission. Such a transmission is supported by recent WiFi standards,

such as IEEE 802.11g or the latest (such as IEEE 802.11 n/ac, etc.) standards.
12

Note also that thanks to the

monitoring mode feature, our system bypasses the security protocols used by the router. More specifically, it

sniffs the wireless network traffic in the physical layer, and thereby, neither it needs to associate with a particular

WLAN nor required to decode or hack the transmission packets. Nevertheless, it observes the fluctuation of

channel state information (extracted from the OFDM symbol’s transmission) and the length of the camera packet

(bitrate) caused by someone moving in the target area.

5 EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS AND RESULTS
In this section, we explain experimental settings and the practical scenarios which evaluate the system parameters

of the CSI:DeSpy with: (1) reliability, (2) practicability, and (3) unobtrusiveness.

5.1 Reliability Assessment
5.1.1 Testbed Settings. To test the reliability of CSI:DeSpy, we measure its sensitivity with regard to the intensity

of physical activity (PA) performed and the diversity of indoor settings as shown in Fig. 7(a). The former factor is

crucial as this can degrade the reliability when the high intensity of PA is required for spy camera detection. The

latter factor can also crucially affect the reliability of the system if it requires specific environmental settings

(e.g., large room). To assess the performance of CSI:DeSpy with regards to PAs, we considered three types of PAs,

namely light PA where the individual is changing the jacket, moderate PA where the user is walking around

the room at a moderate pace (≈ 1.3 m/s), and lastly, the vigorous PA in which the user is skipping in the target

space (≈ 3 skips/sec). This experiment aims to measure the robustness of detection accuracy in terms of various

PA intensities in an uncontrolled environment. In particular, the self-adaptability feature of CSI:DeSpy can be

evaluated by the effect of different multipath, whilst the robustness of classification can be assessed by the activity

of different intensities.

12
Majority of the WiFi devices are supporting the OFDM symbol transmission. For instance, it has been reported in [54] that over 70% of the

WiFi devices are using IEEE 802.11g standard since 2017, and nowadays (after the year 2020) IEEE 802.11ac is evolving very fast (e.g., 70%

office devices are using this standard).
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CSI:DeSpy’s 
Sensitivity
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Moderate PALight PA Room of different sizesVigorous PA

(a) Impact of physical activity and environment on CSI:DeSpy’s sensi-

tivity.
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(b) Fluctuation in CSI caused by different PAs.

Fig. 7. (a) CSI:DeSpy’s sensitivity (b) 𝐶𝑆𝐼𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 for diverse PA.

We consider different uncontrolled environmental factors that can affect the performance of CSI:DeSpy. Firstly,

we consider three rooms with different sizes, namely small, medium, and large sizes to assess the impact of

multipath. Secondly, we consider the available wireless networks (SSIDs) in the surroundings to account for the

co-channel interference, which can be caused by different APs transmitting on the same channel that eventually

weakens the RSSI. Note that we conducted our experiment at a large university, where the small room was the

restroom with maximum of 10 accessible SSIDs, the medium room was an office with 15 SSIDs, and the large

room was the research lab with 15 SSIDs. These factors are presented in Table 1. We recorded each data sample

for a duration of 30 seconds. The initial 10 seconds were recorded in a static condition and after 10∼30 seconds,
PA of diverse intensities (such as light, moderate and vigorous) were performed.

Table 1. Various factors affecting the experiments:

Factors small medium large

Room size (𝑚) 3.5 × 3.5 4 × 5 8 × 8
Available SSIDs 10 15 15
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Fig. 8. Slack variable determined for different environ-
ment.

5.1.2 Performance Evaluation. We noticed that during the static state, the CSI in a small room experiences

an unstable behavior because of a more severe multipath effect, which is exacerbated by the smaller spacing

between walls. However, the CSI in larger rooms has a more stable behavior (i.e., milder multipath effect) owing

to the increased spacing between walls. Moreover, for the stimulus, we conduct the physical activity of variable
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(a) Detection rate of different physical activities in a small room. (b) Detection rate of different physical activities in a medium

room.
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(c) Detection rate of different physical activities in a large room.
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(d) False alarm rate of different physical activities in a small

room.
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(e) False alarm rate of different physical activities at medium

room.
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(f) False alarm rate of different physical activities at large room.

Fig. 9. (a)∼(c) Detection rate of different intensities of PA performed at diverse indoor environments. (d)∼(f) False alarm
rate of PA at variable instances performed at diverse indoor environments.

intensities, namely light, moderate, and vigorous PA. From Fig. 7(b) we also noticed that the fluctuation in CSI

caused by the PA is proportional to its intensity, whereby light PA leads to lower fluctuations in the CSI, while

vigorous PA results in higher fluctuations. Considering the effect of both factors, the CSI experiences higher

fluctuations in a small room even in the static state whilst lower variation with a light PA. Both factors in a

setting lead to the worst case for motion detection. On the contrary, the CSI in a larger room shows a more stable

behavior in the static state and exhibits distinct variations with any physical activity performed. In the followings,

we study the combined impact of the aforementioned factors:

We exploit two variants of CSI:DeSpy to evaluate the reliability. The first one is a plain control chart method

that does not contain the automatic threshold adjustment. However, the second one is a control chart equipped

with an automatic threshold adaptation feature (hereafter, CSI:DeSpy method). In the plain control chart method,

the performance is significantly affected by the threshold choice as shown in Fig. 8. We present a range of slack

variable 𝛼 for computing the control limit threshold for CSI in different indoor environments. It is evident that

the maximum detection rate is attained at different threshold values for different indoor settings. For instance,

the small room is more susceptible to multipath than the medium and large room, thereby experiencing more

fluctuation in the static case. Consequently, the small room has a maximum detection rate (around 96%) at 𝛼
values of 0.07∼0.09 whereas the CSI in the medium and large room has better stability in their static case, and

thus they have a maximum detection rate at 𝛼 value of 0.05 and 0.03 respectively. Based on the observation of

slack variables with diverse room-size settings, we select a well-fit threshold value (i.e., 𝛼 value of 0.05) owing to
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its reasonable detection rates for all the cases. However, this hard-coded threshold results in slightly degrading

the performance in some rooms (i.e., small and large rooms). In contrast, the CSI:DeSpy method leverages the

auto-tune DBSCAN to overcome the inadaptability of the plain control chart. This method robustly adapts its

threshold to the desired value regardless of the room size and PA intensity.

We deliver the performance comparison of the plain control chart and CSI:DeSpy method in Fig. 9, where the

impact of both the physical activities and variation in indoor settings have been demonstrated. As evident from

Fig. 9(a)∼9(c), both the intensities of PA, and indoor settings have obvious implications on the detection rate of

the control chart and CSI:DeSpy method. The control chart method has the worst performance in the small room,

where the detection rate is 88%, 90.4%, and 92.6% with the light, moderate and vigorous PAs respectively. This is

due to the unstable CSI behavior in static state (i.e., sedentary of the individual) and non-optimal threshold usage

for motion detection. On the contrary, the control chart in the medium room outperforms the small and large

rooms in terms of detection rate due to the usage of an accurate threshold for the control limit as depicted in

Fig. 8. It achieves 95%, 97.5%, and 100% of detection rate with the light, moderate, and vigorous PA, respectively.

Finally, the control chart in the large room also shows slight poor performance than that of the medium room,

however it has a slight improved performance than the small room owing to the stable static state of CSI. The

control chart in the large room achieves 90.2%, 92.6%, and 95.1% of detection rate with the light, moderate, and

vigorous PA, respectively. The CSI:DeSpy method outperforms the control chart method in all types of indoor

environments and PA intensities. The detection rate of CSI:DeSpy method in the small room is 95%, 97.5%, and

100% for light, moderate and vigorous PAs, respectively. As the room size increases, the static state becomes more

stable.

The performance comparison of the control chart and CSI:DeSpy method is more evident with the false alarm

rate shown in Fig. 9(d)∼9(f). We see that the control chart has the highest false alarm rate in the small room,

where it is around 7.9%, 5.2%, and 5.1% with a light, moderate and vigorous PA, respectively. However, the control

chart shows a better performance in the medium room in terms of false alarm rate, where it is around 5.4%, 2.5%,

and 2.43% with the light, moderate and vigorous PA. Lastly, the control chart in the large room has a slightly

lower false alarm rate than the small room, and it is 7.6%, 5.1%, and 2.56% for the corresponding light, moderate

and vigorous PAs. In contrast, the false alarm rate for the CSI:DeSpy method is significantly lower than the control

chart method. CSI:DeSpy method in the small room has the false alarm rate of 5% for light PA, 2.5% for moderate,

and 2.43% for vigorous PA. However, in the medium room, the false alarm rate is 2.5%, 2.43%, and 0% for light,

moderate and vigorous PA respectively. Finally, the false alarm rate recorded by CSI:DeSpy method in the large

room for light PA is 2.43% and 0% for moderate and vigorous PAs.

In summary, it is evident from the above analysis that regardless of the multipath rich environment, CSI:DeSpy

method can efficiently exploit its self-adaptive feature and performs effectively even in the worst case scenario

(i.e., detecting light physical activity in the small room). This proves that CSI:DeSpy shows reliable performance

in diverse environments and its robustness to multipath effects.

5.2 Practicability Assessment
5.2.1 Testbed Settings. The existing solutions [13] impose some preplanned obligations to the users to stay still

for a particular amount of time and then move. This series of actions (i.e., pre-training) enables them to easily

distinguish the static and dynamic states. Unfortunately, such a requirement causes discomfort to an individual

and finally degrades the practicability of the systems. CSI:DeSpy, however, does not impose any preplanned actions

and conveniently work with the physical activities of daily living (ADL) such as changing clothes, trimming the

beard, and pressing clothes etc. [25]. To evaluate the performance of CSI:DeSpy without preplanned actions, we

set up the following four scenarios.

In the first scenario, we consider a smaller duration for the static period (2 seconds) than that of the dynamic (6

seconds). It is quite natural in an ADL such as changing clothes where sedentary (or static) actions like opening

the button or zipper require a very little amount of time than the physical activity (or dynamic) such as taking off

the clothes and hanging them on stands or wardrobe. In the second scenario, the duration of sedentary behavior

is equal to that of physical activity. Such behavior is also common in ADL cases, like pressing the clothes, getting

in and out of bed, and so forth. In contrast to the first scenario, we also consider the third one where the dynamic

instance (2 seconds) is lower than that of the static (6 seconds). Such activity includes trimming the beard and

using the toilet etc. Finally, we consider the fourth one where the user is sedentary for the entire duration such

as an individual using a phone or laptop, nail care, or sitting on the chair, etc.
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(a) Scenario 1: 2 seconds of static duration. (b) Scenario 2: 4 seconds of static duration.

(c) Scenario 3: 6 seconds of static duration. (d) Scenario 4: fully static.
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(e) Detection rate of CSI:DeSpy method on ADL.
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(f) False alarm rate of CSI:DeSpy method on ADL.

Fig. 10. (a)∼(d) Cluster formation from datasets of physical activities performed at variable instances. (e)∼(f) Performance
evaluation of CSI:DeSpy

It is noteworthy that the ADL cases are natural as they are mixed up with sedentary and physical activities in

our regular lives. In real-life indoor settings, 2 seconds of sedentary duration is also acceptable for the CSI:DeSpy

method to determine the control limit of the control chart. Less than 2 seconds leads to a higher false alarm rate
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Fig. 11. CSI:DeSpy-enabled smartphone at different locations relative to the camera

due to the errors caused by the noise in video bitrate measurement. The bitrate encounters three types of errors

in detecting the shorter sedentary duration. First, the network jitters vary the bitrate measurement regardless of

a stable scene [29]. Second, the transmission of the I-frame (belonging to GoP) during the brief sedentary interval

can also eliminate that static instance. Third, the packet loss during the brief sedentary interval also distorts its

occurrence. Owing to these noises brief sedentary interval (< 2 seconds) is not observed in bitrate measurement,

which causes high false alarm rate in the overall system.

5.2.2 Performance Evaluation. In this experimental setting, we assess the practicability of CSI:DeSpy working

with the ADL. As the occurrence of sedentary behavior and physical activity in ADL is irregular in nature,

therefore, we consider the diverse scenarios with a combination of variable sedentary behavior (static) and

physical activity (dynamic) as shown in Fig. 10(a)∼10(d). CSI:DeSpy records the minute static cluster formed

as a result of the sedentary behavior from the user, and computes a quasi-optimal control limit for the control

chart. The control limits are violated by the user, when performing some physical activity, which results in

anticipation of spy camera detection. A careful reader might notice that we omitted the fully dynamic scenario as

the minimum duration of static is necessary to update online threshold. To get rid of this requirement, we can

use a default threshold which will be discussed in the discussion Section 6 in details.

We deliver the performance evaluation of the CSI:DeSpy method on the aforementioned ADL cases in Fig.

10(e)∼10(f). As scenario 1 has the lowest static duration, it is more prone to the errors in bitrate caused by network

jitters, I-frame transmission, and packet loss. Thus, compared to other scenarios it has a lower detection rate

(i.e., 92.3%) and higher false alarm rate (i.e., 9.75%). However, when the duration of static instance increases, the

performance improves as depicted in Cases 2, 3 and 4 which have 95%, 97.5%, and 100% detection rate, whilst

5.4%, 2.77%, and 0% false alarm rate, respectively.

5.3 Unobtrusiveness Assessment
5.3.1 Testbed Settings. To make CSI:DeSpy easy to use, it is crucial that the user is not obligated to carry the

CSI:DeSpy-enabled smartphone for camera detection as well as the system should work regardless of its positions

in the target area. These are closely related to unobtrusiveness and can be achieved by passive detection. As a

matter of fact, The user, the spy camera and the user’s smartphone are always co-located. We consider the link

quality between camera and smartphone either strong (𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼 ≤ −50 dBm) or good (𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼 ≤ −60 dBm), because

an individual can use the smartphone for detecting a spy camera in a private rental space to avoid the privacy

invasion. It is not possible to have a poor RSSI link (≤ −70 dBm) between two devices communicating in the

same room. To measure the feasibility of passive sensing, we place the smartphone at different distances relative

to the camera position in the room as shown in Fig. 11.

To distinguish the CSI fluctuation from a person in the target area and another person out of the target area

(i.e., ambient noise), we schedule the walking of two persons, namely Person in Line-of-Sight (PLoS) to the camera
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Fig. 12. Performance comparison of passive camera detection with and without PNLoS

and the Person in None-Line-of-Sight (PNLoS) to the camera. The walking schedule of PLoS was carried out

at 15∼30 seconds while the walking of PNLoS was scheduled consistently for the entire 30 seconds. The PLoS

completes its motion in a loop by passing from each corner of the room as shown in Fig. 11. Furthermore, the

PLoS keeps the same starting point of walking in the considered smartphone placements. In contrast, the PNLoS

is moving in the corridor adjacent to the room where the camera is situated. For each smartphone location in the

room relative to the camera position, we record 200 data samples, where 100 of them were taken with PNLoS and

the remaining 100 data samples were recorded without PNLoS. The duration of each data sample was 30 seconds.

5.3.2 Performance Evaluation. To measure the feasibility of passive camera detection, we evaluate the perfor-

mance of CSI:DeSpy by placing the smartphone at different positions relative to the camera as in Fig. 11. Fig. 12(a)

depicts results of CSI:DeSpy placed in different locations of the room and the existence of PNLoS. Firstly, blue

shaded bars show the results of different positions with PNLoS walking. It is evident that the impact of PNLoS is

negligible, owing to the fact that the signal power is reduced by three to five orders of magnitude after traversing

the wall twice [1, 15]. Note that concrete wall type is commonly used in building construction due it its strong

load-bearing capabilities and good sound immune performance [65]. Concrete walls attenuate the WiFi signal by

9 dB after one time passing through the wall [1]. Thus the signal reflected off the PNLoS is too weak to interfere

with the signal of PLoS. The attenuation caused by different wall types is different and has been discussed in

Section 6. In this experiment, the wall type obstructing the PNLoS signal is a 14 cm thick concrete wall.

Although the smartphone at Loc 1 has the strongest signal strength between the smartphone and the camera,

yet its performance is slightly lower (95.1% of detection rate) than the other locations (i.e., Loc 2∼5). The reason
for this is the PLoS does not obstruct the link between the smartphone and camera directly, thereby causing a

lower variation in CSI. CSI:DeSpy placed at other locations i.e., Loc 2 ∼5 achieves 97.5%, 100%, 97.5%, and 100%

respectively with the presence of PNLoS. As the link between smartphone and camera at Loc 3 and Loc 5 is

hindered by the PLoS during motion, which results in higher fluctuation in CSI, and therefore a detection rate

of 100% is achieved. Secondly, red bars show the results of different positions without PNLoS in Fig. 12(a). We

notice that except Loc 1, where the detection rate of CSI:DeSpy improves by around 2%, all other locations (i.e.,

Loc 2∼5) share the same performance with PNLoS.

We also deliver the performance comparison in terms of false alarm rate in Fig. 12(b). It is evident that the

PNLoS does not impact CSI:DeSpy’s performance. We see this in the case of Loc 2 and Loc 3, where the false alarm

rate is 2.43% with and without PNLoS. Even when CSI:DeSpy-enabled smartphone placed close to the motion of

PNLoS, the overall effect of PNLoS is negligible. For instance, in Loc 1 and Loc 4 the false alarm rate is 2.56%, and

2.5 respectively with PNLoS while that without PNLoS is 2.5%. It is because the PNLoS motion has a lower impact

on the CSI fluctuation than the PLoS motion. Lastly, as like detection rate, CSI:DeSpy has the best performance at

Loc 5 and achieves 0% of false alarm rate. It is because of: (1) the strongest RSSI link between the smartphone and

camera, and (2) the link is well obstructed by the motion of PLoS.

5.4 Robustness Assessment
In real-life environments such as hotels or Airbnb, the WLAN may contain abundant data traffic generated by

other users in addition to the associated spy camera. Severe data traffic may cause packet loss and jitters in the
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camera’s bitrate [29]. As a result, the spy camera’s bitrate suffers random clumping and dispersion, which may

mislead the camera detection process. In the following experiment, we evaluate the impact of traffic load on data

transmission of the spy camera and the detection accuracy of CSI:DeSpy.

5.4.1 Testbed Settings. To measure the robustness of CSI:DeSpy to the network jitters, we designed the following

testbed setups.

(1) To study the AP’s channel saturation due to the induced load, we deliberately generated a deterministic

traffic over five stations (STAs). Firstly, we set the STAs load at a minimum (i.e., 5Mbps on each STA)

and then discretely increased its load by 5 Mbps in each trial until the channel became fully-saturated.

In addition to the 5 STAs, the wireless camera was also connected to the same network. Each STA was

generating UDP traffic using iPerf tool and sending it to the iPerf server.
13
Note that we added the traffic

loads to increase airtime utilization and observed its effect on the timing jitters of the camera’s transmission.

The AP and the iPerf servers were connected to the same Ethernet switch via Ethernet cable, however, the

STAs and camera were associated to the AP using channel 11 of 802.11n. For the STAs we used 3 MacBook

pro and 2 Windows based laptops, whereas for AP we used TP-Link Archer C7 router (AC1750) operated on

2.4 GHz band (with a bandwidth of 20 MHz).
14
We used Metageek’s WiFi spectrum analyzer tool known as

Wi-Spy DBx [34], connected to an additional laptop for monitoring the airtime utilization of the considered

channel.

(2) To determine the effect of the network jitters with less-loaded and heavily-loaded network traffic on the

spy camera’s bitrate, we subjected the camera to capture a neutral target zone (i.e., in our setting, the

camera lens was facing the wall). This neutral target area was important because we wanted to prevent the

variation in bitrate caused by the changes in the target scene. Furthermore, we placed the camera in such a

way that the lighting conditions were stable during the sample data collection. Firstly, we recorded 50 data

samples of the camera’s bitrate without offered load and then we recorded 50 data samples for each offered

load. The duration of each recorded sample was 10 seconds.

(3) Finally, we used CSI:DeSpy-enabled smartphone both in real-time and offline mode for camera detection. In

the real-time mode, we conducted 50 trials for each offered load. For each trial, we deliberately perform

an activity containing 5 seconds of sedentary behavior followed by 5 seconds of walking at a moderate

pace (≈ 1.3 m/s) and noticing the camera detection result from the CSI:DeSpy application (whether the

camera was found or not). In the offline mode, we recorded the data samples of the same experiment by

connecting the Nexus-5 smartphone via a USB cable with MacBook pro, and collected the CSI and bitrate

through Android Debug Bridge utility. These data samples were then used for interpreting the detection

performance after applying CSI:DeSpy algorithm.

5.4.2 Performance Evaluation. It is evident from Fig. 13(a) that at lower load (e.g., 5 Mbps on each STA – or 25

Mbps aggregated load), the airtime utilization is lower (i.e., around median of 28%). This means that 72% of the

time, the channel is free, and each STA has enough time to transmit its data rate. As the load increases to 150

Mbps, we see an increase in airtime utilization. The median airtime utilization is around 35%, 43%, 56%, 72%,

and 85%, for 50 Mbps, 75 Mbps, 100 Mbps, 125 Mbps, and 150 Mbps offered loads respectively. Further increase

in offered load beyond 150 Mbps does not show a significant increase in airtime utilization. In particular, this

non-increasing trend beyond 150 Mbps shows the channel saturation. The median airtime utilization is around

84.5%, 86.2%, 85.5%, and 86.7% for 175 Mbps, 200 Mbps, 225 Mbps, and 250 Mbps offered load respectively.

To measure the jitters in the bitrate of camera connected to the same network, we computed the inter I-frame

interval of the reference data samples (𝐼_𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑅) which were collected without offered load. Then we computed

the inter I-frame interval of the data samples collected in the presence of offered load (𝐼_𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝐿). Finally, the
jitter was computed as the deviation of I-frame periodicity of the 𝐼_𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝐿 from the 𝐼_𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑅 . Fig. 13(b) depicts
the impact of network load on the camera’s bitrate traffic. Below the channel saturation (i.e., < 150 Mbps offered

load), there is a slight increase in camera’s bitrate jitter. The median bitrate jitter is 20.82 ms, 23.27 ms, 34.04 ms,

35.60 ms, and 57.42 ms for 25 Mbps, 50 Mbps, 75 Mbps, 100 Mbps, and 125 Mbps respectively. However, when

13
This tool is used for actively measuring the maximum achievable bandwidth on AP [16]

14
Although the AP’s saturation depends on various factors, such as the wireless standard (e.g., ieee 802.11g/n/ac), band (i.e., 2.4 GHz and 5

GHz), and the bandwidth (i.e., 20∼80 MHz). However, the overall trend of a channel’s saturation with increasing traffic load is the same.
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Fig. 13. (a) Observation of AP’s airtime utilization in response to increase in traffic load. (b)Impact of jitters on camera’s
bitrate. (c) CSI:DeSpy robustness to the offered load.

the channel becomes saturated then a significant increase in jitter occurs (e.g., the bitrate jitter is increased by

around 24% when the offered load is changed from 125 Mbps to 150 Mbps). This trend shows that the STAs in

a fully saturated channel (i.e., > 150 Mbps offered load) experience more severe contentions with the camera’s

stream, which consequently results in higher packet jitters in the transmission of camera videos.

As in the real-life scenario such as hotel or Airbnb, the channel saturation may not be very common. For

instance, 5 users watching a high motion 4k video with 60 fps at a time on separate devices can generate an

average throughput of around 125 Mbps [32], which is still below the channel saturation of 802.11n. Furthermore,

the capacity of the channel further increases if advanced WiFi standards (such as 802.11 ac/ad) are available. Fig.

13(c) illustrates the robustness of CSI:DeSpy to the noise caused by the jitters. During the non-saturated channel

condition, the detection rate is 100% up to 75 Mbps of offered load (or 44% of the median airtime utilization), and

the false alarm rate is 0%. A slight degradation happens when the offered load is increased to 150 Mbps (or 70% of

median airtime utilization), where the detection rate is 98.04%, 98% and 94.23% respectively whilst the false alarm

rate is 0%, 2%, and 2.08%. It is noteworthy that even in the saturated channel condition, CSI:DeSpy is working

robustly and its performance has degraded slightly. For instance, in the worst case when the channel is fully

saturated (i.e., at 250 Mbps offered load) the detection rate is 82.14% and the false alarm rate is 11.25%. However,

for such situation, the sedentary and PA behavior in activities of daily living should be considerably longer (5

seconds each in our evaluation). This is because, if the network jitters corrupts a static behavior of the bitrate for
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a short duration, the slightly longer activity (e.g., ≥ 5 seconds) will enable CSI:DeSpy to detect the individual’s

activity from the subsequent frames and accurately predict the availability of a spy camera.

6 FUTURE WORK AND DISCUSSION
This work evaluated CSI:DeSpy in diverse and uncontrolled environments. Based on considering the realistic

factors, such as room sizes, irreverent people’s mobility in the vicinity of target space, and channel occupancy

by mixed traffic, etc., we believe that CSI:DeSpy is likely to be effective in various indoor environments. In the

future, we plan to deploy CSI:DeSpy in the wild by considering different real-world target scenarios, e.g., hotel’s

room, Airbnb, shopping mall’s fitting room, and public restrooms, to see the real-time performance of our system

whilst exploring more systemic challenges and uncontrolled environmental factors. In the following discussion,

we have shed light on the shortcomings of our approach.

Fully dynamicADL. In the practicability section, we did not consider a fully dynamic ADL scenario, as CSI:DeSpy

requires a minimum static duration to update the online threshold. However, when there is a fully dynamic case,

we handle it by using a default threshold (i.e., 𝛼=0.05). This default threshold is updated to a quasi-optimal value

when CSI:DeSpy opportunistically finds a sedentary behavior (i.e., ≥ 2 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠) from the user.

Spy cameras with micro SDcard support. Some cameras, such as [4] do not use Wi-Fi connectivity and have

built-in support for a micro SDcard, that can store around one week of videos in loop recording mode. Such

cameras have several limitations: (1) lack of remote control capabilities, (2) consistently operating around the

clock for capturing the target footage, and (3) periodically require unplugging memory cards from the camera to

download the recorded streamings. These limitations make them less feasible for attackers. Moreover, since such

cameras do not generate Wi-Fi traffic, therefore CSI:DeSpy cannot detect them.

Handling of buffering or delaying video upload. It is still possible the camera can take advantage of buffering

which can store the video clip for a given time. CSI:DeSpy cannot detect a camera if it missed the correlation of

bitrate distribution and CSI fluctuations. However, the camera needs to consistently upload its captured video

to the cloud, which can be accessed later on or stream remotely through an online application. In those cases,

CSI:DeSpy can detect the spy camera by extending monitoring window size.

Different wall types. As discussed in Section 5, the PNLoS does not impact the signal of PLoS if the wall type is

concrete. However, with a different wall type such as plywood, cloth, and glass partition, the impact of PNLoS

will be different. For instance, the WiFi signal at 2.4 GHz central frequency has two-way traversal losses of 2.8

dB, 2.58 dB, and 1.2 dB in material type plywood, cloth, and glass respectively [43]. Due to the reduced loss,

the interference from PNLoS will be higher. In future work, we aim to tackle the effect of PNLoS with different

material partitioning.

Knowledgeable adversary. Recently, the advanced video coding (or H.264) has been adopted by 92% of the

developers in the video streaming industry as a standard compression technique [26]. The commodity WiFi

cameras also leverage this technology owing to its highest quality video transmission at a much lower bit rate. It

is likely that the compression algorithm in WiFi cameras is implemented on the system on chip (SoC), whose

interface does not allow any modifications. However, the adversary who is an expert in the network breaching can

alter the camera’s inter-frame compression technique (e.g., H.264 or MPEG-2/4, etc., compression) to a constant

bitrate or intra-frame compression technique. Such an alteration would make CSI:DeSpy ineffective for identifying

the camera based on its unique traffic pattern.

Monitoring mode requirement. The existing solutions [13, 24, 29, 57] for camera detection require the moni-

toring mode support to inspect the surrounding wireless traffic. CSI:DeSpy also adapts this feature for analyzing

the transmission frames of a spy camera without associating withWLANs. Currently, we have adopted this feature

by rooting the smartphone to build a proof-of-concept of CSI:DeSpy. As an alternative approach, smartphone

rooting could be avoided by using the monitoring mode feature of an additional monitoring-mode supported

WLAN adaptor. This add-on device could be attached to any smartphone via a USB OTG cable (e.g., Sabrent

NT-WGHU [24]).

7 CONCLUSION
We propose CSI:DeSpy, a practical and painless approach implemented on the smartphone for detecting a spy

camera. The key idea is to exploit the fluctuation patterns of CSI and bitrate features for spy camera detection.

CSI:DeSpy is equipped with a robust automatic parameter tuning mechanism that can deal with heterogeneous

behavioral and environmental settings. We perform extensive evaluations under diverse settings to validate the
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robustness of the proposed approach. CSI:DeSpy attains an average detection rate of 96.6% for light physical

activity in diverse indoor settings, which is only 1.7% lower than vigorous physical activity. Despite different ADL

cases, CSI:DeSpy achieves an average detection rate of 95.62%, which obviates the necessity of the pre-training.

CSI:DeSpy works passively and achieves an average detection rate of 98%, and 98.5% with and without ambient

noise while placing the smartphone at different positions relative to the camera. Lastly, CSI:DeSpy shows a robust

performance in the presence of network jitters caused by busy channel.
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